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I. REVIEW 

a. The end-time message should bring hope, clarity and urgency.  There is hope in the escalating 

move of the Spirit prior to the coming of Jesus and hope in the restoration of all things at Jesus’ 

return.  We gain clarity in the end-time message because the message is the end of the gospel 

story.  We must understand where human history is going if we are to prophecy to the nations, 

prepare for what is coming, give clarity in the midst of the trouble and partner with God in 

prayer.  Urgency comes as we study and understand the great trouble that is coming to the earth.  

Urgency is necessary to fully awaken our hearts in prayer, fasting and righteousness.   

 

b. We must resist ungodly fear, despair and self-preservation in regards to the end-time message.  

Many people lack a well rounded understanding of end-time events and therefore shut down at 

the thought of the trouble that is coming.  The full message is that the greatest hour of Church 

history is around the corner and after that the Lord returns in full glory and victory with the 

resurrection of the dead.   

 

c. Nobody knows the day or the hour of the return of Jesus but we can know the general season of 

His coming by discerning the signs of the times.  There are major signs of the times coming that 

will indicate the soon coming of the Lord.  It is not wise to prophetically guess when the Lord is 

coming back or to overly rely on prophetic words for the timing of the Lord’s coming.  The Lord 

wants us to stay connected to Him in intimacy and observe the signs of the times.   

 

d. We need clear responses to the end-time message.  There are practical applications to the 

message that can prepare us and those around us for what is coming.  We must respond to the 

end-time message with practical changes in our lives or else we will quickly become numb to the 

message and end up confused and fearful.   

 

e. I believe the Bible mostly gives spiritual responses to the end-time message.  The Bible clearly 

emphasizes the need for spiritual responses over any other physical preparation.  Many do not 

have an understanding for the power of prayer in the life of the Church and therefore quickly 

bypass Jesus’ call to watch and pray and look for physical preparations.   

 

II. EAT THE SCROLL – GROW IN BIBILICAL UNDERSTANDING 

 

“So I went to the angel and said to him, “Give me the little book.”  And he said to me, “Take and eat it; and 

it will make your stomach bitter, but it will be as sweet as honey in your mouth.”  Then I took the little book 

out of the angel’s hand and ate it, and it was as sweet as honey in my mouth.  But when I had eaten it, my 

stomach became bitter.  And he said to me, “You must prophesy again about many peoples, nations, tongues, 

and kings.”  (Revelation 10:9-11) 

 

a. The apostle John was given a clear exhortation from an angel to eat the end-time message.  This 

was a call to take in the full message (revival, restoration, judgment, persecution) of the Word of 

God concerning the end-times.   

 

b. We are called to “eat the scroll” by studying and meditating on end-time passages until our 

hearts grow in understanding and agreement.  The spirit of prophecy increases in our lives when 

we grow in understanding and agreement with God in the Word.  God is going to raise up 

messengers that digest His message to the point of being the message.  There is real impartation 



of the heart and power of God as we digest His Word.  Offense and confusion are removed as we 

study God’s heart and His methods.   

 

c. There are over 150 chapters in the Bible on the end times to study and meditate upon.  We have 

these chapters attached to the first few sermons in our end-time series (www.uhopsf.com).  Take 

time to read over these chapters and then find certain books of the Bible to study more in depth.   

 

d. Meditate on different aspects of the Lord’s Personality through the scriptures.  Study Him as a 

Bridegroom, King and Judge and bring your heart into deep agreement with who He says He is.   

 

III. CULTIVATE A LIFESTYLE OF PRAYER,  FASTING AND HOLINESS 

 

“Watch therefore, for you do not know what hour your Lord is coming…Watch therefore, for you know 

neither the day nor the hour in which the Son of Man is coming.”  (Matthew 24:42; 25:13) 

 

“But you, brethren, are not in darkness, so that this Day should overtake you as a thief.  You are all sons of 

light and sons of the day.  We are not of the night nor of the darkness.  Therefore let us not sleep as others 

do, but let us watch and be sober.”  (1 Thessalonians 5:4-6) 

 

“But the end of all things is at hand; therefore be serious and watchful in your prayers.”  (1 Peter 4:7) 

 

a. Jesus’ primary exhortation related to end-time preparation was to watch and pray.  To watch and 

pray is to cultivate our intimate connection with the Holy Spirit.  Watching involves cultivating 

faith and understanding, by the Spirit, about the events surrounding His coming.   

 

b. We must give time, energy and real focus to growing in our personal and corporate prayer lives.  

Our connection to the Holy Spirit will cause the life of God and the clarity of God to flow in us 

and through us in the midst of the end-time pressures.  Jesus said we could do nothing without a 

vibrant connection to the Holy Spirit (John 15:4).  This has been true for centuries but it will be 

proven in the darkest hour in the human history.  You will not be able to create fruitfulness by 

yourself in the coming hour of history.   
 

c. Those with watchful hearts will discern the signs of the times and have godly perspective.  

Believers without watchful hearts will not easily discern the signs of the times and will lack 

godly perspective of the events.   
 

d. Corporate prayer will be the primary ministry of the Church.  The greatest realm of partnering 

with God will be through corporate prayer and it will have great implications in the nations of 

the earth.  The praying Church of a region will determine the quality of life for the region (Joel 

2:12-15).  We must grow in might and faith in the realm of prayer.   
 

e. Our spirits grow the strongest and become the clearest in the context to prayer and fasting.  John 

the Baptist’s lifestyle was characterized by fasting.  A watchful heart is cultivated in the context 

of prayer and fasting.   
 

f. We must pursue 100% obedience in every area of righteousness that God highlights to us.  We 

will experience the most pleasure and the most clarity when we walk in the light with Him.  

Wholehearted obedience is necessary to grow in prayer and prophetic clarity.  How can we grow 

in agreement with His end time plans and not have agreement with Him in areas of our own 

lives?  
 

http://www.uhopsf.com/


 

IV. 3 LEADERSHIP PARABLES:  MATTHEW 25 

 

a. Jesus gave leadership lessons to the apostles after His end times teaching in Matthew 24.  He 

gave three parables that speak into three areas of leadership in the end-times.  Jesus was talking 

to His disciples and to the Church leaders in the generation of the Lord’s return.  These three 

parables give us insight into the lifestyle that produces a watchful heart.  The parables call us to 

servant leadership, faithful and diligent service no matter what and to prioritize intimacy with 

God above everything else.   

 

b. The first parable asks the question, “Who then is a faithful and wise servant?”  The second 

parable defines the wise servant and the third parable defines the faithful servant.   

 

c. Faithful leadership with right motives (Matthew 24:44-51) – Jesus calls His end-time leaders to 

be faithful and wise and to lead others from a servant posture.  The faithful and wise servant 

served well and did not abuse his place of authority and because of that His master gave Him 

leadership over many things at His coming.  We must not abuse our authority over others by 

using them for our personal gain and comfort.   

 

d. Faithful leadership with a wise heart (Matthew 25:1-13) – Jesus calls His leaders to cultivate 

intimacy with Him in the place of prayer and to prioritize this.  More specifically, He wants us to 

encounter Him as a Bridegroom.  This is the time to “buy oil” from the Lord in the place of 

prayer so that our ministries burn bright in the end-times.  He will use these wise leaders in the 

waves of revival that He sends in the last generation.  The wedding in the parable refers to the 

Jewish tradition where those closest to the married couple entered into the celebrations with 

them.  Those that were not as close or were not ready were not invited into the days of 

celebration.   

 

e. Faithful leadership with right perspective (Matthew 25:14-30) – Jesus calls His leaders to 

steward the resources He’s given them and to fully invest in those around no matter how small 

the impact or hard the journey.  He wants His leaders to understand that He is a generous master 

who will multiply their pay at His coming.  Those with wrong perspective give up because their 

impact seems small and because they don’t see the eternal rewards connected to their earthly 

labors.   


